Contemporary South African
Artists Speak m ^
KIM MILLER
She is sitting behind a microphone, dressed
in beret or kopdeok [headscarf] and her
Sunday best. Everybody recognizes her. Truth
has become Woman. Her voice, distorted
behind her rough hand, has undermined Man
as the source of truth. And yet. Nobody
knows her. The truth and the illusion of
truth as we have never known them.
—Antjie Krog, Coniilnj of My Skull (1998)
^

outh African writer
Antjie Krog's words
directly address the
^ problematic and highly contested relationship between truth,
trauma, and representation. Specifically,
Krog refers to traumatic experiences and
notions of "truth" as presented at South
Africa's Truth and Reconciliation Commission {TRC), Constituted to investigate
politically motivated forms of violence
and human rights violations committed
during apartheid, the TRC was formed as
an attempt to understand the past, to
come to grips with the crimes of the past.

and to give individuals a chance to speak
about their suffering under apartheid.
With individual healing and national reconciliation as its ultimate goal, the CoiVimission sought to reveal truth through the
recognition and recovery of stories th|at
had previously been universally ignorejd.
Through these stories, the Commission
aimed to obtain and build a more cor|iplete picture of South Africa's oppressive
and misrepresented past.
Visual representation played a centr|al
role in the TRC's efforts, for peoplei's
experiences were at once represented
in legal terms, oral testimonies, arid
through visual media. Although the
work of the Commission has officiary

ended, these issues continue to be mediated and investigated through each of
these realms. This paper will consider
how notions of trauma and truth in
South Africa continue to be addressed
visually, for an extraordinary number
and variety of artmakers are currently
concerned with these issues. For example. Sue Williamson interacts directly
with the TRC, examining the ways in
which individuals internalize trauma as
a result of giving, or listening to, personal testimony. In her Truth Games series,
Williamson is primarily concerned with
testimonies as they were spoken and received by witnesses, perpetrators, and
survivors at TRC hearings. When considered alongside other examples of
documentary photography, the contrast
allows for a compelling investigation
into the nature of victimhood. Artist
Berni Searle also investigates the representation of truth, trauma, and testimony at the TRC, specifically in relation to
women's experiences with violence. In
A Darker Shade of Light, Searle literally
shows that which was absent at the TRC
by focusing her camera on her own body,
which appears to bear bruises, lingering
on the body as a painful reminder of the
trauma of sexual abuse. Likewise, textile
artist Ntsiki Stuurman uses the female
body to call attention to similar crimes
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against women. As a witness to acts of
spousal murder and domestic violence,
Stuurman adds her own story to the
TRC's narrative, disavowing the omission of such crimes from consideration
by the TRC. Through entirely different
visual strategies, these artists continue
the work of the TRC as they critique its
results. In visual terms, they work to
build and to reveal memory, insisting
that the telling and the visualizing of
traumatic stories are complicated ongoing processes.

Trauma Narratives: Survivor
Testimony
History is zvhat hurts.
—Frederick Jameson,
The Political Unconscious: Narrative
as Socially Symbolic Act (1982)

I'd like to begin my exploration of these
issues by considering two different
images that address the same story. The
first is a photograph taken in June of 1996
by an unknown photographer at one of
the TRC hearings (Fig. 1).' This photograph shows Joyce Mtimkhulu, a South
African woman, facing the TRC and the
entire country of South Africa as she testifies to the murder of her son. The second
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image is a familiar work by artist Sue
Williamson, taken from her Truth Game
series. In this series, Williamson juxtaposes photos of crime scenes with those
that were taken of both the sites and the
victims when the victims were still alive,
photos of the victims' families, and sometimes images of the perpetrator of the
crime. The result is a disturbing contrast of sur\ival and victimization, which
reveal the tragic consequences of apartheid violence.^ This particular work is
called Joyce Mtimkniu-to ash-Gal. Nic
Van Rensburg (Fig. 2). As in the first image, Williamson shows Joyce Mtimkhulu
testifying before the TRC; a close-up of
her face is visible in the work's left panel
(Fig. 3). The photograph, which Williamson appropriated from a newspaper
source, shows Mtimkhulu facing the
Commission at another moment during
an amnesty trial. Both of these photographs were printed in newspapers and
other visual media and both were familiar images in South Africa at the time of
the TRC hearings.

sition to the apartheid government and
for his consciousness-raising activities.
While incarcerated, Siphiwo was repeatedly tortured and, unbeknownst to him,
poisoned with thallium, a rat poison. He
was then allowed to return home, where
the poison slowly took its effect. He lost
weight, experienced excessive swelling,
lost control of his nervous system, and
eventually lost the use of his lower body.
Crippled and forced into a wheelchair,
his hair slowly fell out until he was completely bald and unrecognizable to his
family. As witnesses to his prolonged
physical and psychological deterioration,
Siphiwo's family agonized over his failing health. Shortly thereafter, Siphiwo
vanished. His abandoned car was later
"discovered" by the police near the
South African border, but his body was
never found. For fourteen years following Siphiwo's disappearance, his family
endured continued harassment and a deliberately sadistic misinformation campaign from the very police who abducted

Both of these works are about the same
story: They address the death of Joyce
Mtimkhulu's son, Siphiwo Mtimkhulu.
Siphiwo was a college student and political activist from South Africa's Eastern
Cape. An anti-apartheid activist, he was
imprisoned multiple times for his oppo-

1. Photographer unknown
Joyce Mtimkhulu speaking at Truth and Reconciliation Commission. 1996
Photograph; Dimensions Dnknown
Here, Joyce Mtimkhulu faces her son's killers, demanding to be told the "tTuth" about his fate
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This page:
Top: 2. Sue Williamson
Joyce Mtimkulu—to ash -Col. Nic van Rensburg;
Truth Game Senes. 1998
Color laser prinls. wood, metal, plastic, Perspex;
80cm xl20cm x 6cm (31'/^" x 47V/ x 2W).
This work is from Williamson's Truth Games series,
where Williamson is primarily concerned with testimonies as they were spoken and received by
witnesses, perpetrators, and survivors at Truth
Commission hearings. This particular work focuses on the stories of Joyce and Siphiwo Mlimkhulu.
Bottom: 3. Detail of Fig. 2
This detail from the left panel of Williamson's
work depicts Joyoe Mtimkhuiu, and aliows for a
compelling investigation into the nature of victimhood.
Opposite page:
Left 4. Detail of Fig. 2
This detail from the right panel of Williamson's
work depicts Col. Nic van Rensburg, one of the
perpetrators of the crime in question.
Right- 5. Detail of Fig 2
This detaii from the center panei of Williamson's
work depicts the Mtimkhuiu family at the scene of
the crime.

and killed her son. The apartheid police
led them to believe that Siphiwo was
alive and that they were pursuing his
whereabouts in another country.
While both artists pay tribute to the
TRC's important work, they also critique
the Commission's focus on particular
notions of "victimhood." Part of Commission's charge was to "hear those narratives offered by the victims of apartheid
... and to determine ivho was, in fact, a
victim" (Becker 2004:2, my emphasis). Calling upon viewers to broaden their notions
of victimhood, the artists show us how,
within the context of the TRC, violence
done to children may be inscribed on
the bodies and minds of their mothers.
Challenging the narrow definition of
"victim" as originally proposed by the
TRC, these artists demonstrate that in
addition to being victimized during apartheid, Joyce Mtimkhulu's experiences at
the TRC may in fact have increased her
suffering. Yet paradoxically, in providing
a public forum for her to speak, the Commission also served as a vehicle of empowerment by offering Mtimkhuiu a
space to tell her story. When viewed
through the lens of trauma theory, together they illustrate this paradox. An
analysis of their work will show that
while hearing the truth can be traumatizing, increasing one's sense of victimization, speaking about one's experiences
as a victim can give the speaker renewed
agency, leading to a more empowered life
as a survivor.
According to the Commission, victims
of apartheid were primarily those individuals who physically experienced politically motivated violence under apartheid.
According to the Promotion of National
Unity and Reconciliation Act (No. 34,
42
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they are not
ROGER WOOLDRIOGE

1995), which established the TRC, victims
were first and foremost "persons who ,..
suffered harm in the form of physical or
mental injury, emotional suffering, pecuniary loss, or a substantial impairment of
human rights." At the very end of this
section of the Act, "such relatives or de-

r ducedt^e bodies to

pendents of victims as may be prescribed"

were also included (cited in Ross 2003:12,
my emphasis). However, as Fiona Ross
describes, "TTie Commission's focus was,
for the most part, body-bound" (Ross
2003:11). This narrow focus had two serious ramifications that are important
for my discussion here. First, as other
scholars have noted, because of the TRC's
emphasis on "primary victims," women's
own stories were frequently sidelined,
and most people considered women as
"secondary victims" to men (see Craybill
2001, Ross 2003, Goldblatt and Meintjes
1996, Krog 1998),^ Secondly, it resulted in
the exclusion of many individuals who,
like Joyce Mtimkhulu, also considered
themselves to be victims of apartheid.
"Without focused attention, certain kinds
of experience slip easily from the record"
(Ross 2003:3). Most of those who slipped
from the TRC's record were women,-^
By concentrating on Siphiwo Mtimkhulu's story, these two images attest to the
challenge faced by the TRC in reconstructing and representing the hi.storical
truth of the apartheid past through the
vehicle of testimony in the absence ot tbe
"primary" victim. The interesting choice
by both artists to place a visual focus on
Joyce Mtimkhulu—the victim's mother—
effectively centers the experiences of
women and draws our attention to one of
the TRC's biggest and most unexpected
challenges: coping with the vicarious
trauma of survivors who felt the need to
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be identified as victims because of the
pain they internalized from knowing the
suffering of others. The TRC was completely unprepared for the hundreds of
female relatives—mostly mothers—who
came to testify about the death or disappearance of their family members. The
TRC, the media, the public, and some-

times the women themselves, were reluctant to identify these individuals as victims in their own right.
For the most part, when women spoke
before the Commission, they did not testify about themselves. Even though countless women were victimized, both directly
and indirectly, for the most part they came
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to the Commission to speak about the
painful experiences of their male relatives (primarily their sons). Ross explains
that "[W]omen testified differently from
men: speaking mainly of men's suffering,
they addressed their own experiences of
harm and activities of resistance to the
Apartheid State only indirectly" (2003:5).
During the Commission's first five weeks,
this unexpected trend was borne out in
astonishing numbers. Although the majority of submissions were from women,
"over three-quarters of their testimonies
and 88% of the men's were about abuses
to men. Only 17% of the women's testimonies and 5% of the men's were about
abuses to women. Twenty-five percent of
all cases involved women speaking about
their sons
There were no cases of men
speaking about their wives or sisters"
(Ross 1996:5). While Fiona Ross links this
phenomenon directly to the TRC's "bodybound" focus, noting that it "permitted
the expression of certain kinds of experience while eliding others"(2003:l), these
staggering statistics also illustrate the
phenomenon of vicarious traumatization
as it was experienced by many South African women.
Here, both artists effectively draw our
attention to the concept of vicarious traumatization as explained by trauma theorists Ana Douglass and Thomas Vogler.
Drawing on Sigmund Freud's ideas presented in Beyond the Pleasure Principle
(1975/1922), Douglass and Vogler clearly
explain that it is not necessary for there to
be a direct connection between an individual's experience of trauma and the original
traumatic event. It is possible for people
to experience trauma even when the event
44

did not happen directly to them (2003:11).
Often associated with post-traumatic
stress disorder, vicarious traumatization
"functions like a contagion, capable of
arousing symptoms" in others who were
somehow exposed to a traumatized individual or traumatic event (ibid.). One may
experience trauma even from hearing a
traumatic story as told by, or about, the
suffering of a loved one, Dori Laub, psychiatrist and co-founder of the Holocaust
Survivors Film Project at Yale, also speaks
to the notion of vicarious traumatization
and the varied ways in which brutality
may vicariously manifest itself in the
body. He emphasizes that the listener 'is
a party to the creation of knowledge de
nova. The testimony to the trauma thus
includes its hearer, who is, so to speak, the
blank screen on which the event comes
to be inscribed" (Douglass and Vogler
2003:34), In the context of the TRC, the
notion of vicarious traumatization is manifest most clearly in the presence and testimony of the many mothers who, like Joyce
Mtimkhulu, cast themselves as victims,
who physically and emotionally experienced pain and suffering because they
identified so intimately with the suffering
of their children. Speaking about their own
pain as indistinguishable from the pain
of their children, they identified their own
suffering with that of their loved ones,
forcing the TRC and its listeners to reconsider its understanding of victimhood.
Here, both artists depict Joyce Mtimkhulu
as a woman who experiences this sort of
trauma after being exposed to the pain
and suffering of her son. We see her speaking, and hearing, about the details of his
torture and death.

The documentary photograph shows
us a traumatized Joyce Mtimkhulu testifying before the Commission, She speaks
to the suffering of her son, whose only
"crime" was that he fought for freedom
from an oppressive government. Her association with trauma comes through the
violence that she has internalized through
the prolonged suffering and death of her
son, declaring "[I am] trying to show the
pain that he was sharing with me" (TRC
1996). In this photograph, she is testifying, defiantly calling attention to the suffering of two bodies, Siphiwo's and her
own, convincingly presenting herself as a
victim of apartheid violence. Speaking to
the "truth" of apartheid violence as they
both endured it, Mtimkhulu clutches in
her hand a clump of Siphiwo's hair with
his scalp still attached. She had saved it
for fifteen years, waiting for the moment
when it might stand as evidence in prov-

This page:
6. Berni Searle
A Darker Shade of Light: Discoloured series
Installation with Polaroid transfers digitally
reproducetit on backlit paper and lightboxes:
The Granary, Cape Town
Opposite page:
7, Berni Searle
A Darker Shade of Light: Disooloured series
(detail, the nape of the neck), 1999
Installation with Polaroid transfers digitally
reproduced on backlit paper and lightboxes
In this series, Searle investigates the representation of truth, trauma, and testimony at the TRC,
specifically in relation to women's experiences
with violence. This detail appears to bear the
bruises of trauma to the throat and neck.
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ing their story: "I want the Commission
to witness what I've brought here today so that they should know the effect
of the poison which was used on my
son..., [W]hy did I keep this hair? I said
to myself, let me keep this so that one
day something might happen so that I
can be able to show this to the people."
Shaking it dramatically at the trial, this
mother cried, "the poison they could have
used for those rats they used on my
son" (ibid.).
Sue Williamson's work also focuses on
Joyce Mtimkhulu's experience and agony, although it adds other testimonies to
Mtimkhulu's story. In doing so, Williamson's work demonstrates the way in
which the Commission's proceedings unintentionally increased Mtimkhulu's pain
and further intensified her vicarious victimization, Williamson's work includes
the image and testimony of the perpetrator. Colonel Nic Van Rensburg (Fig. 4). As
Williamson's work suggests, although Van
Rensburg's testimony is likely to be flawed
or even inaccurate, it is critical to include
because Joyce Mtimkhulu's knowledge of
what happened to her son ended with his
sudden disappearance. At the TRC hearing, she demanded to know the details of
Siphiwo's final days, asking: "Where did
they leave the bones of my child? Where
did they take him to? What did they do to
him? How? What did they do to him and
where did they leave him?" (TRC 1996), It
is clear that she needed to rely on the testimony of Siphiwo's murderers to finish
the story. As both perpetrator and surviving witness to the crime. Van Rensburg
was given the task of answering her questions, and filling in the "factual" narrative
of Siphiwo's story. In Williamson's work,
victim and perpetrator face each other, as
they did at the amnesty trial, on opposing
panels of the work.
Indeed, Van Rensburg confessed to the
torture and murder of Siphiwo Mtimkhulu. In his detailed and devastating testimony. Van Rensburg described how he
and other members of the South African
police force, under direct orders of the
apartheid government, committed the
crime and then destroyed all evidence of
their act by burning Siphiwo's body, A
group of officers from the Special Branch
burnt Siphiwo's body on a fire while
having a BBQ nearby.^
The center portion of Williamson's
work apparently depicts the scene of
the crime (Fig, 5), According to Van
Rensburg, this is where Siphiwo was
murdered and his body disposed of.
This photograph, which was formally
used as evidence by the TRC, shows Joyce
Mtimkhulu standing at the scene of the
crime with two other family members,
just moments after having leamt that this
was the place of Siphiwo's murder. At the
request of the TRC and the Mtimkhulu
family, Van Rensburg led them here and,
in front of attorneys, journalists, photogautumn 2005 - atrtcan arts

raphers, and a video crew, described in
detail the manner in which he committed
the crime. Upon hearing this testimony,
family members in the photo stand still,
gently wiping tears from their faces.
They silently process the information, indicating their initial inability to fully register the horror that results from finally
knowing the truth. In the photo we also
see Joyce Mtimkhulu, standing still and
silent, holding one of the many "Missing" posters that she and her husband
distributed after her son first disappeared fourteen years previously. This
image juxtaposes the agony of not knowing with the horror of finally knowing as
it illustrates the complex ways that individuals may deal with hearing about
trauma and atrocity. At this moment, in
Joyce Mtimkhulu's mind, the complete
truth of Siphiwo's story remained missing; she doubted the veracity of Van Rensburg's story,**
There is no physical evidence that the
crime Van Rensburg describes had been
committed here. After recovering from
the initial shock of hearing the story, Mrs.
Mtimkhulu's own uncertainty is revealed
in her refusal to react with anything but
defiance and rage when faced with Van
Rensburg and his version of the truth.
Both artists clearly show this. In both images Joyce Mtimkhulu is in the midst of
giving testimony, responding to Van Rensburg, who remains cold and detached.
Her angry, furrowed brow, flaring nostrils, and pursed lips, coupled with her
animated and accusatory hand, show
strength and the depth of her emotion.
These images clearly establish Joyce
Mtimkhulu as a victim of vicarious trau-

matization, connecting her body and
physical pain with Siphiwo's through his
remains, which she grips in her hand.
Facing her son's killer and questioning
the accuracy of his testimony, she disrupts his authority with hers as a mother
who has internalized the pain and suffering of her son.
These sentiments also appear again and
again through her own testimony, which
was also recorded at the trial. Along with
her image, these words play a central role
in Williamson's work, further displacing
the certainty of Van Rensburg's narrative
with ambiguity, Mtimkhulu's words appear as fragments on the movable transparent slats that criss-cross over the
photographic images:
"They are not sorry"
"Still cannot believe them"
"The terror of knowing"
Williamson's fragmented repetition of
Mtimkhulu's narrative shows the emotional complexity of Mtimkhulu's position and complicates the very notion of
establishing the truth, Williamson effectively communicates this difficulty in
large part through her innovative use of
movable, plastic slats which engage the
body of the viewer and result in an everchanging image. Each plastic slat contains a fragment of testimony and a hole
just large enough to fit a viewer's finger. One is compelled to interact with the
work by sliding the fragments of text back
and forth across the faces and bodies of
both individuals, as well as the site of
violence. As each new viewer interacts
physically with the work, manipulating
45

the words spoken by both perpetrator
and victim, the meanings of both words
and images shift, and we are compelled to
think more deeply, more critically, about
the problematic ways in which victimhood is defined, the complicated ways in
which trauma is internalized, and the e!usiveness of truth.
In critiquing the TRC's understanding
of victimhood through their focus on Joyce
Mtimkhulu's story, both artists further
complicate the already ambiguous position of Mtimkhulu and others like her by
casting Mtimkhulu as both victim and
survivor. Here, their work recalls trauma
discourse on Hiroshima/Nagasaki, specifically the Japanese concept of hibakusha,
a useful notion that helps explain this
liminal position. In the context of postWWII Japan, the notion of hibakusha is
"more precise than 'victim' or 'survivor'. It
means 'one who was subjected/exposed
to the bomb and/or to radiation"' (Douglass and Vogler 2003:287). In other words,
hibakusha reframes the notion of victimhood, acknowledging that one can come
to know trauma through various means,
that trauma manifests itself differently on
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people'5 minds and bodies, and that one
can concurrently be traumatized as a victim and empowered as a survivor. When
applied to the context of post-apartfieid
South Africa, the concept of hibakusha
helps to explain the complicated identities
of those people who were "exposed" to
apartheid violence.
Central to understanding the concept
oi hibakusha is knowing the emphasis that
it places on sur\'ivors who are active witnesses and who courageously reject the
notion of themselves as passive victims
through the act of giving testimony. A
hibakusha is an empowered survivor who
refuses to keep silent. It is the very act
of telling of one's own story and the emphasis on actively claiming a victim/survivor identity for oneself that establishes
one as hibakusha (Douglass and Vogler
2003:6).
The change in the rote of survivor
in Japan is exemplary of one of the
most striking changes in the last two
decades of trauma discourse: the
transformation of witness as victim
to witness as survivor, and to wit-

ness as performer, telling the tale
of sunnval as a form of self-therapy
and inspiration for others. Although
the traumata differ widely, these
"survivor narratives" have a number of features in common, among
them the idea that narrative testimony, in the form of an active remembering and telling, can enable
a move from a state of helpless victimage to a mode of action and
even potential self-renewal, demonstrating that new actions can still
be possible in spite of the trauma
of suffering (Douglass and Vogler
2003:41).
As Douglass and Vogler describe it, hibakusha relies on the idea that the act of testimony is important to sur\'ival, placing
emphasis on the agency, rather than the
victimization, of the speaker.
The notion of hibakusha is useful here,
for as the artists both demonstrate, Joyce
Mtimkhulu's careful presentation of herself as both victim and survivor becomes
clear through the act of telling her story. In
one particularly powerful moment, which
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opposite page:
8 Berni Searle
A Darker Stiade of Light: Discoloured series
(detail, the soles of the feet), 1999
Installation with Poiaroid transfers djgitaily
reproduced on backlit paper and lightboxes
Imagery in this photograph can be interpreted
as evidence of torture done to the soles of the
feet.
This page:
9. Berni Searle
A Darker Sfiade of Light: Discoloured series
(detail, the palms of the hands), 1999
Installation with Polaroid transfers digitaily reproduced on backlit paper and lightboxes
This photograph recails torture done to the hands.

is illustrative of this, she declared, "I don't
want to cry, I understand that this is my
day. I don't want to cry. I want to speak. If
I cry, it won't be due to the pain, it would
be due to the hatred. This is the fourteenth
year, for fourteen years we were going
along with this pain," After articulating
her conflicting emotions, Mtimkhulu demands that the Truth Commissioner write
down her story: " 1 hope you are writing
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what I am saying because I want it to be
scribbled as I am saying it. Is it being written?" (TRC 1996). At this moment in the
hearing, Mtimkhulu ceased giving testimony until she received an affirmative response from the Commissioner. The visual
focus of both works show her possessed
with both this pain and the courage to
speak out in a very public way about the
brutal murder of her child. In Fig. 1, she
tells a survivor narrati\'e, staring directly
and purposefully at the photographer and
his camera, allowing her photograph to
be taken, gripping what remains of her
son's body in her hand. Connecting her
body to his, this gesture not only allows
her to memorialize the atrocity that led
to his disappearance, but also asserts
her own pain and suffering. Unashamed,
she confronts her audience as well, forcing
us to question how victimhood is defined,
and how women (mothers, in particular)
might internalize suffering differently
from non-mothers. Williamson also places
a pronounced emphasis on Mtimkhulu's
agency and her urgent need to tell her
story. What we see here is Mtimkhulu's
agency—her insistence that we hear her

story as both victim and survivor—despite
fact that the TRC may not have received
her in this way.

Gender Blindness:
Envisioning A Post Trauma(tic)
Narrative
Stories ofhartn are intricate,
oddly delicate
—Fiona Ross, Bearing Witness:
Women and the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission in
South Africa (2003)

Like the documentary photographer, Bemi
Searle is concerned with visually documenting narratives of trauma. And like
Williamson, Searle tries to invoke stories
that have been largely rendered invisible by showing other experiences of victimhood. In contrast to both of the other
artists, Searle's primary concern in A
Darker Shade of Light (Figs. 6-il) does not
focus on one specific event or an individual's story, but rather on documenting
that which was rendered nearly invisible
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within the TRC hearings: women's experiences with physical violence. While
Searle's work may not at first glance appear to be about the TRC, it is very much
in dialogue with it, in that these photographs challenge, from a feminist position, the ways in which notions of truth
and victimization were represented at
the hearings. Using and marupulating her
own body as her medium, Searie challenges the historical invisibility and silencing of South African women, not only
during apartheid and within the scope
of the TRC, but also in the present day.
One of the Commission's primary goals
was to sympathetically deal with the survivors of apartheid-era violence and to
facilitate healing by providing a safe and
supportive space for survivors to speak.
Given this, the TRC was perhaps the one
place where women expected their experiences to be handled with compassion.
And yet many South Africans have leveled
strong critiques about the Commission's
failure to effectively deal with women's
experiences with violence—especially torture and sexual violence (Graybill 2001;
Ross 1996, 2003; Goldblatt and Meintjes
1998 a and b, 1999; Krog 1998), Beth Goldbiatt and Sheila Meintjes, scholars at the
Gender Research Project at the University of Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, are
two such critics. Goldblatt and Meintjes
insist that although the TRC upheld that
"violence has been the single most determining factor in South African political
Wstory" (TRC 1998,1:40), the Commission
failed South African women because it
did not attempt to fully understand or explain the gendered nature of apartheid
violence. In addition, when determining
how the hearings would be administered,
the Commission did not take into account certain important factors specific
to women's experiences which might
affect their willingness to speak publicly
about victimization, such as the shame associated with sexual violence and the embarrassment of speaking publicly about
these crimes,^ Lyn Graybili recounts how
even powerful women were scared and
ashamed to speak about sexual torture
and rape in the context of the TRC: "Many
high-ranking women in [the current] government who were rape victims during the
apartheid years may have worried how
they would be perceived if they come forward with their stories..,. Many women
chose not to speak out" (Graybill 2001:5).
The consequences of this are profound.
Not only did many female survivors stay
away from the Commission because they
felt that what happened to tliem was eitiher
not serious enough or too embarrassing
to speak about, but "the failure to utilize
a gendered analytical framework .,. has
led to a number of weaknesses with the
report which has [had] serious implications for the telling of [South Africa's] history" (Goldblatt and Meintjes 1999:1). The
failure to adopt a gendered perspective
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means that a seemingly objective approach to the recording of South Africa's
history has resulted in what Goldblatt and
Meintjes call "gender blindness": an exclusion of women's testimonies, experiences,
and suffering (Goldblatt and Meintjes
1999:4). Indeed, the TRC's gender blindness holds serious implications for South
African women today. Here, Searle joins
these critics by creating a visual space to
consider the absence of women's testimony about these issues.
In A Darker Shade of Light, Searle re-

sponds to this gender blindness by creating a series of five photographs offering

close-up views of various parts of her
body.^ Just as Joyce Mtimkhulu clutches
the clump of her deceased son's hair, so
does Searle turn to the body for evidence
of atrocity and the demonstration of enduring pain. Focusing her attention on the
visual power of the traumatized body,
rather than on the words of spoken testimony, Searle turns the camera on her own
body and conveys a forceful message about
the depth and invisibility of women's trauma. Having rubbed specific parts of her
body with dark henna, which has seeped
into her skin, Searle's discolored fiesh appears to be badly bruised. These mark-
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Top: 10. Berni Searle
A Darker Shade of Lighf; Discoloured series
(detaii the small of the back), 1999
Installation with Polaroid transfers digitally
reproduced on backlit paper and lightboxes
Here, Searle invokes bruising as a painful reminder of Ihe trauma of sexual abuse.
Bottom: 11. Berni Searle
A Darker Shade of Light: Discoloured series
(detail, under the beiiy), 1999
insfallation with Polaroid transfers digitally
reproduced on baokiit paper and lightboxes
As in Fig, 10, Searle invokes bruising as a painful
reminder of the trauma of sexual abuse.

ings clearly indicate pain and suffering
and alert us to the former, and continued,
presence of traumatic acts. Searle responds
by visualizing that which continues to
remain invisible, filling in the Commission's "blind spot" with these troubling
images of her own bodvSearle has carefully chosen the parts of
the body to emphasize here: the palms of
her hands, the small of her back, the nape
of her neck, her lower belly, and the soles
of her feet. By separating each part of the
body into its own frame, Searle puts viewers in the uncomfortable position of closely scrutinizing the pained body; we are
faced with not a whole body, but a fragmented one. Here is a body realized only
as "hands" or "feet" or "neck," and so
on. In isolating these parts she compels
us to envision specific acts of physical violence that were experienced by women
during apartheid. For example, the circular "bruises" around the back of the neck
suggest strangulation, or perhaps the terrifying practice of "necklacing" (Fig, 7),
Lyn Graybili reminds us of the gendered
aspect of^ this particular crime:
The object of sexual competition
between men, women became the
target of political violence. Many
women were victims of the socalled necklace, a gasoline soaked
tire thrown around the neck of an
adversary. For a woman, it was
often her status as an enemy's wife
or girlfriend that made her the object of this particularly gruesome
killing (Graybili 2001:3).
Searle's alarming image reminds us of the
link between this violent practice and the
sexual exploitation of women. In other
images, the deep markings on the inside
of the hands and feet indicate torture on
these tender areas that are so frequently
used in daily life (Figs, 8-9). These "bruises" recall a crippling torture technique
frequently used by the apartheid police:
forcing political prisoners to stand for
hours, even days at a time on rock-hard
surfaces. In the final two frames, the large,
swelling "bruises" on Searle's lower back
and belly are especially disturbing as they
imply sexual assault accompanied by
brutal force, or even perhaps the physical abuse that pregnant activists regularly
autumn2005 - alricanarts

experienced during detention (Figs. 10-11;
Graybili 2001:7). Searle visualizes the common transgressions against women that
were the very crimes most frequently absent from the TRC hearings.
In addition to the fragmentation of the
body, Searle also uses her nudity, anonymity, and positioning of the body to
comment on the objectification of women
and its link with violence, especially during times of conflict (see Meintjes, Pillay,
and Turshen 2001, for example). Indeed,
in creating the image Searle objectifies—
even injures—herself; the artist lies naked
on thefloor,while an assistant firmly presses a large piece of glass against her body
until the photograph is taken. As a body
positioned uncomfortably beneath glass,
it appears as if this \iolated body is being
manipulated and scrutinized even further, increasing the physical pain and the
psychological detachment of the subject.
Here, as Searle alludes to the revictimization that many women experience during
courtroom testimony, she makes a reference to the uncomfortable en\'ironment of
the TKC for survivors of sex crimes. And
although we, as viewers, know that this
is Berni Searle's body, the absence of face
or identity suggests the shame and humiliation many rape victims face. Furthermore, this anonymous woman reminds us
of the voicelessness of so many women
within the scope of the TRC, Without the
possibility of testimony, we are left to speculate as to—or ignore—what this woman
has experienced.
In addition to viewing Searle's work as
filling in the gender blindness of the TRC,
this series is important because it raises
issues of violence against women in the
post-apartheid period. Here, Searle effectively illustrates how the South African
female body has been a site of violence
in the past and continues to be subject to
varied forms of violence and oppression
despite the end of apartheid. For example, while black women, who were the
most oppressed sector of that country's
population, were subjected to a particularly hostile and violent environment under
apartheid, they continue to be subject to
varied forms of violence despite the fact
that the new South Africa appears to be
one of the most "gender friendly" places
available to women worldwide. South
Africa's new constitution is one of the
most progressive in the world in terms of
gender awareness; it contains an equality clause, which explicitly outlaws discrimination based on gender,'' The new
government also boasts an extraordinarily
high number of female government leaders, including Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka,
South Africa's newly appointed deputy
vice president. Despite this, many conditions for women have worsened; physical violence is a primary example. Rape
statistics are particularly distressing: South
Africa currently has one of the highest incidences of reported rape in the world, In

response to this, in 1999 local newspapers dubbed the city of Cape Town, "Rape
Town," due to a sudden outburst in brutal
acts of sexual violence against women.
As a resident of Cape Town, Searle reacts strongly and passionately to this issue. Creating and manufacturing images
of violence in order to get at a truth
which is not seen, Searle endeavors to
create visual evidence of past injustices
and present violences against women. As
Annie Coombes observes, Searle shows
those spaces of the body that are most
often associated with privacy and intimacy: "The sites of the body which Searle
chose signal a lover's knowledge and a
lover's touch. The fragility and intimacy
of this 'naming of parts' compounds the
voyeurism of the viewing experience"
(Coombes 2003:11). Here, the lover's
touch is visible only through the evidence of his crimes, Searle effectively presents the damaged body in such a way
that the presence of both intimacy and
brutality is suggested, reminding us that
a lover's touch can also be a vicious, even
deadly, one.
These are also body parts that tend to
be hidden from public view, and thus are
doubly vulnerable in that they, like the
apartheid government, conceal and hide
both the acts and the evidence of violence,
Searle's depictions of trauma suggest that
there was, and continues to be, an atmosphere of silence and shame surrounding
violence against women. The shame associated with this victimization leads survivors of violence to conceal, rather than
reveal, such crimes. This more elusive,
subtler rendering of suffering suggests that
violence against women continues to be
veiled in society and is more widespread
than the already high statistics suggest
{Clayton 2005, LaFraniere 2004), In these
photographs of her own body, Searle not
only exposes the ultimate failure of the
TRC to capture and represent any kind of
absolute truth when it comes to women,
but also comments on the present and
questions what the future holds for the
women of South Africa,

Critiquing A Culture of
Violence: Telling Testimony
on the Body
By claiming that she was to
"declare the truth to the people,"
Sojoumcr Truth saw her
intellectual and political task not
as one of fitting into existing
pozver relations hut as one of
confronting injustice ... believing
that speaking the truth in a
context of domination constituted
an act of empowerment.
—Patricia Hill Collins, Fighting
Words: Black Women and
the Search for justice (1998)
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Where Williamson and the documentary
photographer compel viewers to reconsider the nature of victimhood within
the context of the TRC, and while Searle
presents the female body in pain in order
to address historical and contemporary
silences about violence against women,
textile artist Nontsikelelo (Ntsiki) Stuurman uses her own body as a visual text
to raise related concerns. Extending the
work of the TRC, Stuurman compels us
to recognize more varied forms of violence, such as domestic abuse, assault,
and murder, depicting crimes against
women that proliferated under the patriarchy of the apartheid state, supported
by apartheid's institutionalized racism,
which has resulted in widespread violence against women in the post-apartheid period.
As previously discussed, the TRC's
narrow understanding of victimhood,
coupled with the uncomfortable circumstances for women who endured sexually based crimes, served to exclude many
women's voices from its hearings. In addition, the TRC's focus on "politically
motivated" crimes excluded many transgressions that were committed against
women: "Under the guidelines of the legislation authorizing the TRC, it was mandated only to recompense victims of gross
human rights abuses, defined as the 'killing, abduction, torture, or severe ill treatment' of any person, by a person acting
with a political motive" (Graybill 2001:4,
citing the Promotion of National Unity and
Reconciliation Act, Number 34 of 1995),
Most crimes against women were not defined as "political," Ntsiki Stuurman responds to this by calling our attention
to this exclusion. As a witness to acts
of spousal murder and domestic violence,
Stuurman adds her own story to the
TRC's narrative, disavowing its omission
of such crimes. Working as part of the
Philani Project, a women's cooperative
based outside of Cape Town, Stuurman
creates an unusual and innovative space
for visual testimony, handpainting her designs onto colorful t-shirts. Worn in the
tradition of the protest t-shirts donned by
anti-apartheid activists in the 1980s, Stuurman's shirts bear slogans that call upon
other people to join her in speaking out on
issues such as violence against women.
Also similar to the anti-apartheid activists
who came before her, Stuurman speaks on
behalf of all women in her community, not
just herself, wearing her testimonial t-shirt
on her own body, thus truly expanding
the public practice of "truth-telling" that
was encouraged by the TRC,
In 1998 Stuurman created an untitled'*'
memorial to a murdered friend by painting the scene of her tragic death onto the
surface of a cotton t-shirt (Fig. 12)." In
painting this image, Stuurman declares
the truth of this event; the artist exposes the interior of her friend's home as an
act of "domestic" violence is in progress.
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Using the t-shirt as her canvas, Stuurman
presents the image as a visual expression
of trauma and mourning. By wearing the
shirt on her own body, Stuurman literally enacts a gendered dimension of public
memory, transforming her female body
from a likely site of violence to one that
openly calls for justice against these very
acts. In looking at this t-shirt, we watch
this event unfold as the artist herself witnessed the crime. Along with Stuurman,
we too become witnesses to murder.
The woman depicted here was a frequent victim of spousal battery and sexual abuse. The moment that Stuurman
depicts is the instant the husband murdered his wife by beating her on the head
with a large rock. We can see the family of three—husband, wife, and c h i l d standing together in what appears to
be the kitchen. A long table with dining
objects and a plant is visible in the
background. Behind the male figure, a
low purple divider separates the family's
sleeping quarters from the main living
space. Small, colorful flowers and green
plants outside show a garden that has
been carefully tended, A tall tree, full of
lush green leaves, frames the right side
of the house; it has been strategically
placed there in order to draw our eyes inward to the living area. The artist also
uses vibrant color to catch our attention;
the interior of the home is flooded with
bright orange which, juxtaposed against
the cool purple background, alerts us to
the trauma that unfolds. In a dramatic
gesture, the male figure, who is significantly larger and physically more powerful than the female, sweeps his arm over
the head of his child, striking his wife's
head with a large object. Turning away
from her assailant and toward the viewer, the woman raises both arms to her
head in an unsuccessful attempt to protect herself from his blow. The child, a
young witness to this scene, tugs urgently at her mother's skirt.
Because of the close proximity of homes
in Crossroads, the South African townsliip
in which this scene takes place, events
that happen in the interior of one's home
are frequently exposed to neighbors and
the surrounding community.'- Stuurman
demonstrates this by focusing her attention on the interior space of the home. In
doing so, she also effectively engages
several of the important issues that have
motivated women's rights activists to
break the silence about domestic violence.'•'' Because it occurs between irtimate partners inside the home, domestic
violence is frequently seen as a personal
or private, rather than a political and public issue. It has been a primary goal of
women's rights advocates around the
world to reverse this perception and to
politicize these crimes. Presenting the
crime in the manner that she does, in literally opening up the home and exposing
this event for public view, Stuurman

breaks down the public/private divide,
insisting that this kind of violence is not
a private issue.'-*
Furthermore, in creating this t-shirt,
Stuurman makes visible women's traumatic experiences, which are typically
rendered invisible in her own South
African society. For example, Stuurman
continues to publicize this crime by
wearing her t-shirt even in plain view
of the perpetrator depicted in the work.
In doing so, not only does she testify to
the existence and prevalence of domestic violence, she also comments on the
failure of the judicial system to prioritize these crimes and prosecute and punish offenders.
Whereas the TRC sought truth and
justice through a complicated process of
spoken confessions, testimonies, and requests for forgiveness, Stuurman seeks
representational justice within the domain
of visual culture. She attempts to extend
the work of the TRC and respond to its
gender blindness by filling in the narrative gaps that were left open by literally visualizing women's experiences, using
textiles to express issues of trauma and
memory. Her creative efforts in cloth provide an entirely unique form of testimony—one that is visual and worn on the
human body, thus calling attention not
only to her own individual stories, but
also to the ways in which the South African female body has been a site of violence in the past and continues to be
subject to varied forms of violence and
oppression despite the end of apartheid.
When Stuurman wears it, this t-shirt marks
women's refusal to keep silent on critical
issues and become public expressions of
trauma and memory, two of the TRC's primary concerns.
Speaking from within a community
marked by a long history of violence and
speaking on behalf of this community
for change, Stuurman continues the unfinished work of the TRC by citing specific events, naming perpetrators, and
memorializing victims.'^ Tliis courageous
form of truth-telling places Stuurman
within a long-established tradition of black
women who have sought personal empowerment and public justice through
the act of testimony. Patricia Hill Collins,
who has written extensively about the
historical and contemporary importance
of black women's testimonials, writes:
a Black women's testimonial tradition [is] long central to naming
and proclaiming the truth ... testifying for or publicly speaking the
truth, often about the unspeakable,
not only recaptures human dignity
but also constitutes a profound act
of resistance (Collins 1998:237-8).i6
In speaking publicly about violence against
women, in refusing to be silenced, and
in overcoming her own, existing fear
of violence, Stuurman enacts and conalricanam • autumn 2005

12. NtsJkJ Stuurman

Untitled 1998
Acrylic on cotlon t-shirt
Private coHeclJon
Textile artist Ntsiki Stuurman uses the female
body to call attention to violent crimes against
women. As a witness to acts of spousal murder
and domestic violence, Stuurman adds her own
story to the TRC's narrative, disavowing the
omission of such crimes.

tinues this tradition. She foregrounds
historical truths and contemporary concerns that have been erased from historical record.
For example, the act of testifying involves insisting that one's private acts
be taken seriously as public concerns, for
public awareness is crucial in one's search
for justice. Collins elaborates on this point:
[W]ithin a narrow use of the testimonial, individuals testify within
a community of believers such that
each testimonial spurs others on
to greater faith. However, a broader use of the testimonial involves
testifying the truth to cynics and
nonbelievers. Within a more generalized testimonial tradition,
breaking silence, speaking out, and
talking back in academic settings
constitute public testimonials.
Moreover, linking this tradition to
a search for justice politicizes it
(Collins 1998:238).
Collins's words, and Stuurman's image, are important when viewed within
the context of the TRC because they
insist on the politicization of crimes
against women, urging that women's
issues be viewed as political. Stuurman
suggests we reconsider crimes which
may seem private as political and societal concerns.
In addition to politicizing an issue,
truth-telling through public testimony
may also facilitate individual and group
healing—another critical issue in postapartheid South Africa, As Collins notes:
"naming oneself and defining ideas that
count as truth are empowering acts. For
those damaged by years of silencing, [testifying] speaks to the significance of self
definition in healing from oppression ,..
Although important, private naming is
not enough—truth must be publicly proclaimed" (Collins 1998:208), Through visual testimony Stuurman insists that the
pain of women be recognized as an integral part of South Africa's demcKratic transition and community building, working
alongside Searle in helping to rectify the
gender blindness of the TRC.
Ntsiki Stuurman engages in political
action in order to resist oppression in
wearing her testimony on her body. In
this sense she continues the tradition of
using the power of visual culture of everyday life to fight a political struggle,
although she fights not against an opauiumn 2005 • alrican arts

pressive state, but rather against an
entire culture of violence where women
are the most frequent victims. As James
Scott writes, "The open declaration of
the hidden transcript in the teeth of
power is typically experienced, both by
the speaker and by those who share his
or her condition, as a moment in which
truth is finally spoken in the place of
equivocation and lies" (Scott 1992:xiii).
Scott's words are useful here, for as this
image shows, for South African women,
the teeth of power can be located in the
government, on the streets, at work, at
school, and in the home. The "teeth of
power" are at once national and local,
and in expected and unexpected places,
including, perhaps, the TRC. In pulling
this t-shirt onto her body, Stuurman lets
the world know that Crossroads women
want and are willing to struggle for freedom from violence, Stuurman suggests
to the TRC that there are many other stories still waiting to be told.

Conclusion
The long-term importance of South Africa's Truth and Reconciliation Commission
cannot be understated, for it created a culture that encouraged truth-telling, healing,
and reconciliation, values that continue
to be attended to in various spaces. As
Fiona Ross notes, "Close attention to [the

TRC's] working offers a means to reflect
on how suffering is given voice to and
acknowledged" (Ross 2003:1). And, since
the end of the TRC hearings, its five-volume Final Report has been praised as the
"closest thing South Africa has to an official history of apartheid" (Goldblatt and
Meintjes 1999), Yet, in his forward to the
Report, Archbishop and Truth Commissioner Desmond Tutu denies that the
TRC is the final word on truth. He says
that the Report "is not and cannot be the
whole story" (TRC 1998), and calls upon
South Africans to add to, and amend,
this story.
The artists discussed here, and many
others, have taken up Archbishop Tutu's
challenge, seeking to further the noble
aims of the TRC as they critique its results. Whereas the TRC sought truth
and justice through a complicated process of spoken confessions, testimonies,
and requests for forgiveness, these artists seek representational justice within
the domain of culture. By focusing
their artistic efforts explicitly on women's experiences with violence—by
listening to how women's suffering was
"given voice to and acknowledged"—
these artists find effective and powerful ways to address and represent
traumas experienced by South African
women.
•
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VAN DER WATT: Notef.from page .15
)This article was accepted for publication in June 2UO5.)
This 1.1 a rei'i:ied and substantialtv expanded version of an article
thai first appeared in Third Text 56 tAutimni 1001:63-75.
1. Fora fuller discussion of the question of historical responsibility after the Holocaust, see Fulhrook 1999 See also Friediander
199.3 for an overview of the historiography of the issue of
German generational responsibility in the years after the war.
Friedlander characterizes the struggle with the past that many
Germans still feel today as an intractable predicament: The Nazi
past is too massive to be tVirgotten and too repellent to be integrated into the "normal" narrative iit memory For the last forty
ye.iii. Germans of at least two generations have been caught
betl^•een the impossibility of remembering and the impossibility
of forgettuig (1993:2).
2. As Heidi Grunebaum-Ralph and Oren Stier (1999) outline in
an article that discusses the strengtlis and weaknesses of such a
ctimparative framework, the comparison was first made at the
start of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) hearings by Kader Asmal, Louise Asmal, and Ronald Suresh Rt^erts
in their book Reconciliation Thnnigh Truth |I9%) While Asmal et
al. made it clear that these two historical occurrences were not
simplistically the same, especially if one considers the "adept
extermination of Jewish people ... which really has no parallel,"
the authors nevertheless wanted to invoke the Holocaust as a
useful historical framework for thinking about the dangers of
race hierarchy in .mother context, that of apartheid. Asmal et al
were criticized hy M.ihmixid Mamdani who, m a review of
their btxik, argued that, thniugh the cnmparison with the Hokv
caust, L1 false parallelism Is established that "highlights as key to
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the injustices of apartheid the relationship between perpetrators and victims, not beneficiaries and i-ictinis" (Mamdani
quoted bi Gninebaum-Ralph and Stiei 1999:143). Mamdani
also emphasized that whites and blacks in South Africa are not
et^uivalent to Germans and lews because after the Holocaust
the iatter two groups did not have to work together to create a
commim future in one country—"There was Israel" (ibid., 144).
Historian Dominick LaCapra made a similar point about the
particularity of these tv%'o contexts. In reference to a conference
at Yale University that brought together scholars working on
the Holocaust and the TRC South Africa to discuss the confluence of trauma and recovery in the aftermath of traumatic
historical situations. 1-aCapra warns to take heed of the particularities of these two situation.s—"not least of which is the total
near elimination of [ews in Germany as opposed to the majority status, as well as the rise to power, of blacks in South Africa"
(LaCapra 2001:45).
3. On this historians' debate or Histvrikerstreit. see Knowlton and
Cates 1993; Baldwin 1990. aito N^c German Criliqiie 1988. The
debate flared up again recently with Daniel Goldhdgen's (1996)
contros ersial publication, on which see also Habermas 1998.
4. These two articles by [ labennas were first published in Die
Zeil on July 11 and November 7. 19H6.
5. Minnette Vari was born in 1968 and raised in Pretoria. She
completed a masters degree in fine an at the University of
Pretoria and is currt'ntly based in lohannesburg. She has shown
extensively in South Africa and internationally
6. See http.//wwwartthrob.co.za/nov98/fr-98l1.htm for an
extract of this video (accessed February 1,2005). My thanks to
Minnette Vari for sharing the details ot the video with me.
7. http://www.artthn:*.co.za/nov98/fr-9811.htm(acces.sed February 1,200S).
8. Tfiis has been a constant theme in post-apartheid white discourse. For instance, Ct\rLs Loiiw, an Afrikaans journalist in his
forties, has recently published a book tliat expresses his anger
at a previous generation that fathered apartheid yet never had
to fight physically for its sur\'ival. He argues that his generation was used as pawns m this war and is aLso singled out as
the most visible guilty party by the TRC, while Uie masterminds, a previous generation, walk free.
9. It Ls tempting to read a strong Jewish theme in Vari's work in
the reference to the golem, to The Pale and the shaved haii, but
Vari disputes this. In an email to me she argues that the golem
interested her on more levels ttian simply its Jewish reference;
in addition, the Beyond the Pale reference invokes her personal
history rather than a specific Jewish one, and the shaved hair,
especially in the c^isc of women, has always gestured historically towards ouLsider status, to penance and punishment, and
rKrt simply to Jewish prisoners.
10. Minette Vari, "Oracle: Artists Statement," prepared for the
Vita Art Awards; at http://www.mg.co/a/mg/art/vita/artists/
vari.html, December 1999.
11. Vari continues this theme of displacement in miire recent
work that lies beyond the scope of this article with its focus on
the context of the TRC In Chimera (2001), for instance, personal displacement is explored in reiafion to personal and official
history See van der Watt 2iX)4b.
12. Like Minette Vari, Kendell Geers grew up under the apartheid system and came of age during its demise. The st>n of an
Afrikaans ptiliceman, he ran away from home at age fifteen and
later studied fine art at Witwatersrand University in Johannesburg. In 1988 be went to New York in order to evade military conscription, but returned to South Africa in 1989 when conscription
became voluntary. An outspt>ken and pii)lific art critic, Geers lias
repeatedly asseried his belief in the nile and responsibility of art
to question and challenge the status quo and to be "of its times."
Geers's art is characterized—how ever broadly—by a strongly
cona.'phial basis that challenges the status of art. working in a
long tradition of modernist avantgardism.
13. Now at http://www,kendell-geers.net. Accessed in February 2001 at http://www.icon.to.7.a/~k('ndell/home.htm.
14. http://www.icon.co.za/-kendell/home.htm.
15. Ibid.
16. It is interesting that Ixith Vari and Geers, like so many of their
contemporaries, choose this repetitive editing technique, in a
show curated by Klaus Biesenbach titled "Loop," held at K 1 in
New York in January 2002, it became e\'ident that this trend of
the looped video Ls especially pre\'alent among artists who came
of age during the 1990s. "Loop" examined thematic parallels
with other media, such as sculpture and performance, and also
explored various affects of the lixiped art work, ranging from
tbe piietical, to the mundane, to the anguished. In addition, the
repetition of the kxiped art work is often aLso a way to represent
trauma, as in the case of Alfredo Jaar, who put posters with the
name "Rwanda" ivpeated over and over in Malmo, Sweden.
17. The audio levels have been the center of much controversy
in this show. Some of the other artists on the shtiw complained
that Geers's soundtrack interfered with their own works and
he was asked to turn down the volume on his work. Since
Geers saw the soundtrack as central to his piece, he rather
removed liis works prematurely from the Vita Art show.
18. In an interview with Jerome Sans. Geers says that describing
him only in terms of fiis South African background "would be
like speaking aixiut Damien Hirst's work only m terms of his
being British or Matthew Barney Js being American. The world
today Ls a small place and as an artist 1 am influenced by all
sorts of things that are not only about being Afncan or having
lived most of my life in the Third World" (Sans 2000:267).
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MILLEK: Notef.from page 53
IThis article was accepted for publication in June 2(XI5.]
This paper is a much-expanded ivrfiim of a conference paper delivered at the College Art Association Annual Conference in February
2001, The original paper was titled "Truth and the Illusion of Truth:
Contemporary South African Artists Speak," I'd like to offer sincere
thanks tc. two individuals for their support in the writing of this
paper: Bryan TrahM and Shannen Hill Trabctd's close reading and
smart editoriat suggestions reiutled in dramatic changes tliat vastly
impro!va this paper Hill's collegiality and support ai a co-editor of
this volume helped make writing this paper, and editing the ivliime,
a tremendously rewarding experience. I am also grateful to Sue
Williamson. Berni Searle, and NIsiki Stiiurman for allowing me
inten^ieJl^s and discussing their uvrk with me
1. Despileour tjest efforts, it has proved impossible to trace the
photogr.ipher of this image. If anyone recognizes it, please contact ^/^/iflii/I rl> so thjt we may give the photographer's credit.
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2. Tht Triilh Cumif series consists of twelve individual works,
only one of which is being discussed here. The series in its
entirety is reproduced in Williamson's Truth Carries brochure.
Additionally, the exhibition catalogue from Liberated Voices
(Herreniiin 1W9) contains an essdy by Williamson along with
repr(>duction& of three images from Itiis series, not inrludinK
the image discussed in ihis essay
3. Although tliere an'countless examples of this, one well-known
story involves the case of tlie Craddock Four, four men who were
abducted .ind killed bv security police in 1^S7: "In the first week
of tbe TRC bfiiring*; in the Eastern Capt, the widows of (be
Craddock Four' camo to speak aboul tlieir murdered husbands.
They also had t)een harassed anii airtsted, yet their own stories
were not solicited but ralher were treated as incidental by the
commissioners, almost as a postscript" (Graybill 2001:41. Sue
Williamson's Tmiii Qiiiuv series also includes a work dev'oted to
the 'itory ot the Craddtick Four It featunrs Nomondf Calata, one
of the four widows, on the far lefl in the work's "victim space."
4. As Carol Becker rightly notes, "|VI)any ha\e fell thiit the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission has constructed a circumscribed version of the truth established through 'narrow lenses'
designed to 'reflect the experience of a tiny minority of victims
and perpetrators.' Because indigenous women, for example,
were not widely included in the process their stories have
remained hidden" (Becker 2004:2, citing Mahmood Mandini,
BLyoriii Rights Talk and Culture Talk: Comparative Essnys ini Politics
and Culture. 2000).
5. Siphiwo's killers filed for amnesty just before the Commission's amnesty period e)ipired. For further detail into Siphiwo's
particular case, and for more insight into the amnesty process,
the reader can consult Mark Kaplan's important film Www Truth
Lies (199H). Kaplan's film focuses on Van Rensburg'.s accomplice,
former Special Branch Colonel Gideon Nieuwoudt. During the
film, Nieuwoudt visits the Mtimkhuiu family in their home in
Port Elizabeth, asking them for their forgiveness for his crime.
The Mtimkhulu family deny his request.
6. Tbe stillness seen bere can be considered alongside a TRC
videotape that was taken moments later, which shows the
Mtimkhulu family screaming with grief, their bodies convubing
as they fully experience ihe emotional sbock of knowing.
Although for liivious reasons tlie video cannot bo included here,
it is a powerful example of the truly violent somatic and emotional impact that may come from leaminj; about the acute suffering of a loved one. Alongside Williamson's images, the \ ideo
displays another deeply painful example of vicarious traumatizabon at its most extreme.
7. The TRC hearings were structured in such as way as to promote full public access and facilitate a democratic process. Al!
testimony was heard in open sessions held in local spaces,
often within the same communities where the crimes being
spoken about were committed. Tbe hearings were tben broadcast nationally on radio and television in multiple languages.
While this arrangement helped facilitate an accessible and
democratic process, the hearings were generally not perceived
as safe or comfortahle spaces for women to talk about torture
or sexual violence.
8. A Darker Shade of Light is part of Searle's larger Discoloured
series, which was fiist exhibited at the Granary in Cape Town as part
of the exhibition called "Staking Claims: Confronting Cape
Town " Curated by South African National Craller)' curator Emma
Bedford, "Staking Claims" addressed issues of exclusion and oppression in the dty of Cape Town and included several references
to violence against women (Bedford 1999). Searle'sseries of photographs were subsequently shown at the University of Witwatersrand in Johannesburg as part of an exhibition of visual
interpretations of the TRC caOed Trulh Veih. At this venue, the
series was renamed Vie palms of Ihe liaiids, the small oftlw back, tlie
nape of the neck, under Ihe belli/, the ioles of the feet, and displayed
differently. Trulh Veils was part of a larger conference responding
to tbe TRC from various cultural, academic, and activist standpoints. For more information about this exhibition, see the website at: http://surLsite.wits.ac.za/trcreseardi/e)Lhibition.htm.
Thus, the series has been exhibited in ways that suggest its relationship with women's experiences with violence in both historical and contemporary circumstances.
9. Lyn Graybill elaborates: "In the Constitution, the government
committevi itselt to tbe abolition ol not only race inequality hut
also gender meiju.ilily, which had previously characterized the
nation Other initiatives early m Mandela's .idministration that
focused on women's rights include tlie Commission on Gender
Equality, which monitors, investigates, and reports on issues
of gender in civil society; the Office on tbe Status of Women,
which is responsible for mainstreamuig gender in all government departments; and the introduction of the Women's Budget Initiative, which analyzes the impact of the national budget
on womtn" {20111:11.
111. In my numerous conversations witb Stuurman at ber studio
in Crossroads in December 1998, February 1999, and June 2001,
she referred to this 1-shirt by various terms, including "domestic violence" and "the violence t-shirt." However, given that the
shirt does not have an official or consistent title, 1 have referred
lo it as "untitled" in this essay.
11. Ntsiki Shjurman is not alorte in her efforts to exjxjse injustices
against South African women through the vehicle of culture.
Stuurman is one of a group of women artists who form the
Philani Printing Projett, a women's art-making cooperative located in the South African township of Crossroads. Stuuiman's
t-shirt is one of a series of five stiirts created by Philani artists,
including NcedLswa Mnntiana, I ungiswa Pikoko, Neiiswa Fanteni, and Nomfundo Dy antyi Each shirt depicts an experience
that its creator personally had with some form of violerice.
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Through the creation of these t-shirts, the Philani artists give
visual form to women's voices regarding the important issue of
violence against women, as they simultaneously use tbe t-f hirt as
a unique public space to help women to recover from, and to survive, the very experiences they depict. For further analysis of this
series of t-shirts, see Miller 2005.
12. Once a sprawling squatter camp. Crossroads is now s black
township located in South Africa's Western Cape, on the edge
of Cape Town, a city which is otherwise known for its extraordinary wealth and beauty. The township of Crossroads is a
space marked by a deep history of forced labor, displacement,
violenL-e, suffering, resistance, survival, and women's activism.
For a historical overview of Crossroads, including the history of
women's activism in this space, see Miller 2003.
13. Nontsikelelo (Ntsiki) Stuurman, personal interview. Crossroads, South Africa, February 1999.
14. Ibid
15. Stuurman's colleagues at the Philani Project join het in
these efforts.
16. Although I refer specifically to Patricia Hill Collins' words in
relation to women's testimonial traditions, there is a tremendous amount of compelling literature on women's testimonial traditions within black and Latin American communities.
Many scholars have pointed outthesimilaritiesof the two traditions, including tbe creation of a communal feminist political
mnsdousness; tbe effort to diKrument and record historical iniths
tbat have been erased or rewritten in tiistory; and efforts o use
testimony to bear witness in order to change oppressive conditions. Furthermore, the relationship between women's testimony
and memory, political resistance, and representation is important here. For further discussion of these practices, the rsader
should refer to Mohanty et al. 1991 and Tbe Latina Ferninist
Group 2001.
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SCHMAHMANN:

Notes, from jw^c 65

IThis article was accepted for publication m Juno 21lt)5.|
1. The FNB Vita Craft Competition, which was tirst held in 1995,
is the major craft competition in South Africa and is one of various Eirsl National Bank (FNB) \'ita awards for the creative and
performing arts. The competition is organized in ctxiperation
with tbe National Crafts Council of South Africa and includes
an exhibition.
2. Since 1994, works by Mapula members have begun to feature
in the permanent holdings of S<iuth African art museums and
local corporations. Furthermore, works by Mapula have been
used in the conte\t of official or government-sponsored events.
In 1998, for instance, they were used as backdrops at the ambassadorial reception for the South African soccer team in France,
and the Department of Arts, Culture, Science and Technology
has selected works by Mapula for inclusion m official displays of
South African art overseas, such as the "Celebrate South Africa"
festivities held at the Oxo Tower in London in 2001. Mapula
works have also been included in number of temporary museum exhibitions. While some of these shows were siiri'eys of contnnporar\' South African art or art by women, others focused on
needlework specifically: "Err^roidered Impressions" held at the
Pretoria Museum in 1995 and on theGreekislandof Naxos the
following year, is one example, and "Material Matters," an exhibition held at five major galleries in South Africa in 2000 and
2001, is another.
3. Sister Immaculata, interview conducted by the author, Pretoria, South Africa, April 3 2002.1 cite this interview and give
a similar synopsis of conditions in the Winterveld during the
apartheid years in Scbmahmann (2005:165-168).
4. Sister Immaculata commented on the choice of the name for
the center: "I went to Ireland on a trip in 1986. When 1 came
back 1 discovered the place was now called D.W.T. Nthathe.
Tlie reason for tbat was tbat Mr. Nthathe was in tbe old Bop
[Bophuthatswanal government and was in charge of education. And tbe only way we could get it registered was to name
it after him" (Sister Immaculata, interview conducted by the
author, Pretoria, South Africa, April 3 2002).
5. My information about the circumstances of the founding of
the Mapula project has been gleaned from informal conversations with Janetje Van der Merwe as well ,is formal interviews
with her conducted in Pretoria, South Africa, September 12,1999
and April!, 2(]O2; also interviews with Karin Skawran, Pretoria,
South Afnca, April 3,2002, and Antoinette du Plessis, another
Unija staff member involved with the pniject in the early years,
Pretoria, South Africa, September 15, 1999,
6. In Schmahniann 2000:124,1 note: "Initially these cloths were
conLt'phialized as items that would be plated on a table. A central motif would be surrounded by smaller motifs that were
arranged to aicommixJate viewers who would be positioned at
various points around tbe table If clolhs of this type were hung
on a wall, some motifs would be upside down. Since 1998, bowever, most of the cloths have been structured in the manner of
'pictures' designed to be placed on a wall: although they contain no loops to facilitate hanging, motifs are set out in such a
way that the cloth has a 'top' and a 'bottom,' The 'table top'
form is now used only txrcasionally."
7. Dorcas Ngobeni took over her role as coordinator of the
group who meet at the school Sadly, Ngobeni died after suffering a stroke in 2003, and Doreen Mabuse took over as group
coordinator,
8. At the time of writing, this newly formed group had not yet
elected a coordinator.
9. No record ia kept of the person who may bave devised the
design for the embroiderer, however, and my identification of
Raymond Sibiya and Kossinah Maepa as the author of certain
designs is tbe outcome of research.
10. This is by no means done in an ad hoc fashion. Van der
Merwe makes still further discriminations, sending works she
regards as being of K'tter quality to outlets such as the Kim Sack
Gallery or Arts Africa in Johannesburg ratber than to les.s-established shops. Some of the embroideries—normally those tbat
Van der Merwe regards as least impressive—are marketed at
the Magnolia Detl Faii, held monthly in Pretoria. While showing
works at Magnolia Dell affords the project little prestige, it provides opportunities for Mapula women to do tbe selling themselves and thus fo have some immediate contact with buyers.
11. The name of this city was changed to Makbado in 2003.
Previously in the Transvaal, it became part of the Limpopo
Province after the first democratic election. Makhado is in the
far north of South Africa, ckwe to the border witb Zimbabwe.
12. This commentary is from an unpublished document by
Florence Resenga. In 2001, Janetje van der Merwe encouraged
women in the project to write their live stories, whether written
by themselves, if they were literate, or narrated to a literate
friend who would transcribe; fifteen documents had been produced by early April 2(X)2. Women in the pmject assisted each
other ir producing these transcript?, enabling those who artentirely illiterate as well as those unable to write in English to
be included. 1 have edited this passage slightly.
13. Seiinah Makwana, interview conducted by the author, Winterveld, South Afnca, April 2,2001. Interpreted by Phyllis Dibakwane
14. Dorcas Ngobeni, Unpublished transcript of life story, 20012002, Sec note 12 above,
15. Makwana was one of the embroiderers who showed work
when Mapula were winners of the FNB Vita Craft Gold Aw. ard
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